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Abstract 

My senior design project was to design, construct, and test an underwater glider. A 

glider operates by changing its buoyancy to descend and ascend, and then converts this vertical 

motion into horizontal motion by the addition of wings. The change in buoyancy in my glider 

was effected by using a linear actuator to move two pistons, which were open to the 

environment, in and out. By moving the pistons in and out, the volume of water displaced by 

the glider can be controlled. Because of Archimedes' principle, the change in volume of water 

that is displaced changes the buoyancy of the glider. The glider was built out of pieces of 6 inch 

inner diameter, schedule 40, white PVC pipe, along with two end caps and a PVC coupling. The 

wing of my glider was made from a piece of plywood. After construction, testing showed that 

the glider had the ability to both descend and ascend in a water tank in the basement of the 

engineering building. When the glider was taken to the pool however, it failed to return to the 

surface after sinking, though it displayed its ability to glide forward while it sank. 

Introduction 

In the past, oceanographic surveys have been limited by the costs of operating ships. 

Fuel for ships is expensive and becoming more expensive, as well as the cost of a full crew that 

needs supplies for their journey. Small, inexpensive, unmanned devices can cut the cost of 

researching the ocean immensely. These devices consist mainly of sea floats, and underwater 

gliders. These two are very similar in that they use a change in buoyancy to survey a range of 

ocean depths; however, a sea float stays in one spot, whereas a glider can use its buoyancy 

change to travel a predetermined path. The concept of an underwater glider goes back to a 
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project known as Concept Whisper in 1960, which was a 2-man swimmer delivery vehicle. In 

1989, renowned oceanographer Henry Stommel proposed the idea to have a small fleet of 

gliders which would operate by using the oceans temperature gradient to power the buoyancy 

engines, however it was not until the late 90's that his vision became closer to reality. In the 

late 90's and early 2000's, 3 different gliders were developed and tested primarily for the use 

that Stommel once envisioned, namely as a platform for oceanographic research. These 3 

gliders are the Spray, Seaglider, and Slocum, developed by Scripps Institute for Oceanography, 

the University of Washington, and the Webb Research Corporation respectively'. These 

underwater gliders are becoming more popular for use in oceanographic surveys due to their 

ability to go on long journeys, covering many miles of ocean and sampling a wide range of 

depths, all at a low cost. The cost is low because gliders use very little power. Unlike most 

oceangoing vessels that need to be constantly turning a propeller to move, an ocean glider only 

needs to change its buoyancy to move forward. As the glider rises and falls through the ocean, 

its wings allow it to glide forward, just like a glider in air. A change in buoyancy involves 

pumping liquid to change the volume, but after this pumping is done, the entire vessel can 

mostly turn off until the vessel needs to change directions again, which coming from a depth of 

up to 2000 meters, can be over an hour. Though these gliders move very slowly, at speeds of 

only about 2 to 3 miles per hour, they can cover a great distance without needing to refuel. 

Gliders have made journeys lasting up to seven months completely autonomously, as well as 

crossing the Atlantic, earning the record for furthest autonomous journey by a robot. 

1 Jenkins, Scott A; Humphreys, Douglas E; Sherman, Jeff; Osse, Jim; Jones, Clayton; Leonard, Naomi; et al.(2003). 
Underwater Glider System Study. Scripps Institution 01 Oceanography. UC San Diego: Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography. Retrieved from: http://escholarship.org/uc/item/lc28t6bb 



These early gliders were all quite similar in size, with a length of about 2 meters, a span 

of about 1 meter, and a displaced volume of nearly 50 liters, while operating with a net 

buoyancy of about 1-3 Newton's. Though similar in size, they differ slightly in their control 

systems used to control buoyancy. The Spray and Seaglider are used primarily for deep sea 

environments, whereas the Slocum is used in shallow water applications, sometimes in depths 

as small as 4 meters. These gliders have made voyages lasting up to 7 months, completely 

autonomously. 

This report covers the design, construction, and successful testing of my own 
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underwater glider. The gliders mentioned above operate at depths of up to 2000 meters. My 

glider will likely operate up to a depth of 10 feet. Though the concepts used will be very similar, 

in practice my glider will not much resemble the gliders of which I have already spoken. 

Because of the shallow depths at which the Slocum operates, it is the model that is most 

comparable to my own glider. Whereas the Spray and Seaglider use hydraulics to pump a liquid 

from an internal reservoir to an external reservoir for buoyancy control, the Slocum uses 

electrical pumps to control the buoyancy. At the depths at which the Spray and Seaglider 

operate, the pressure is too great for a lightweight electrical pump to overcome. In the shallow 

water at which both my glider and the Slocum operate, electrical pumps are sufficient for the 

buoyancy change. The Slocum uses these electrical pumps much as the other aforementioned 

gliders, pumping a liquid from an internal reservoir to an external reservoir, and in the process 

changing the volume of the vessel. For this process to work, the interior of the glider needs to 

be a vacuum, such that the water pressure outside the glider can push the liquid from the 
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external reservoir bock into the internal reservoir. To "Iustrate this idea, I have included the 

image below. 
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F" "" 1. In "'mal Ex",,,,,,! 1i!!5<1"1'Ji,/Jooyancy C"",/OI 

In Fig ure 1, the left picture shows the ves",,1 in its least buoyant st ate, when all the liquid isin 

the internal reservoir, the bro'Ml rectoo si e. The im age on the rig ht shows the vessel in it s most 

buoy",, ! state, ooen all t he liquid has been pumped into an external reservoir, the brolMl cirde. 

I f the to tal vo lu m e 0 f the vessel is all of the \o\Ih it e vo I urn e p Iu 5 all 0 f the brolMl vol urn e, you can 

see that by pumping the brolMlliquid into t he external reservoir, the volume of the vessel is 

increased. Due to the co m pi icati on 5 of u si ns the in ternal external reservoir tech ni qu e, 5U en as 

needin g a vocuum inside t he s lider as well aspumpins some sor t of oil t hrou gh the glider, I 

decided to adapt this technique by usi ng pistons instead of reservoirs. The pistons are left open 

to the environment, allolNin g water to flood them. As the pistons move in and out, the volume 



of the g lider \Nill cha ng e in much the s<me way as shown in Figure 1. A simil,.; depiction of the 

piston technique is sho'Ml below in Figure 2. 

Fig"", 2. iI,"'n l3myancy Coo,,"o! 

The I eftm ost p ictu re dep icts the vessel in its I east bu oyant state, ....-hereas t he rig htm 0 st picture 

depicts the vessel in it s most buoyant state. The red colored T shape shows the piston, as it 

moves from it s fully retracted position in the left im ,,€e to its fully extended position in the right 

imag e the volume of the vessel is increased. 

When designi ng an underwater g lider there ,.;e three main components that need to be 

deal t \Ni th. The first and mos t import an t of these is the buoyancy control. The vessel must be 

able to cha ng e its buoyoocy so that it can descend and ascend. The next component that is 

necess,.;y isa way to control the pitch of the g lider. Pit ch is the ang le at ....-hich the nose of the 

g lider is in reference t o the horizontal. This is important because without some sort of ang le, 

the g lider \Nill not move forward as it sinks. Also, if the pi tch oogle is the 'Mong way, the glider 

could move backw,.;dsinstead of forwards. The t hird component isa way to sense t he depth 

of the g lider. The g lider needsto know how deep it is so that it knows ....-hen to retum to the 

surface, or doesn't go deeper than the glider is rated for. For my glider, asl have already 

disrussed, pist ons open to the environment \Nill be used to control t he buoyancy of th e g lider. 
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These pistons will also serve to fulfill the second necessary component, pitch control. By 

placing the pistons at the front of my submarine, and balancing the weight so that it floats flat, I 

can assure that the vessel will sink nose down and rise nose up. For the final component, depth 

sensing, a simple pressure sensor can be used to determine what depth the glider is at. 

Technical Discussion: 

When designing an underwater glider there are three main components that need to be 

dealt with. The first and most important ofthese is the buoyancy control. The vessel must be 

able to change its buoyancy so that it can descend and ascend. The next component that is 

necessary is a way to control the pitch of the glider. Pitch is the angle at which the nose of the 

glider is in reference to the horizontal. This is important because without some sort of angle, 

the glider will not move forward as it sinks. Also, if the pitch angle is the wrong way, the glider 

could move backwards instead of forwards. The third component is a way to sense the depth 

ofthe glider. The glider needs to know how deep it is so that it knows when to return to the 

surface, or doesn't go deeper than the glider is rated for. 

The concept of an underwater glider is analogous to that of gliding in air, however in an 

underwater glider, ascending glides are also possible. Gliding is a buoyancy driven form of 

motion in which the power necessary to overcome the drag on the vehicle at a given velocity is 

supplied by gravity in the form of a net buoyancy. Horizontal translation using the vertical force 

of gravity is made possible by the lift produced by the gliders wings. Buoyancy is defined as an 

upward force exerted by a fluid that opposes the weight of an object immersed in that fluid. 



Net buoyancy then is given by the difference in the buoyancy force and the weight of the 

object, thus net buoyancy can be either positive or negative in a standard gravitational 

reference frame. Buoyancy is created by the change in hydrostatic pressure over a vertical 

displacement. Hydrostatic pressure increases with depth, thus there is a greater force due to 

pressure at the bottom of an immersed object than at the top, creating a net upwards force. 
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Archimedes' Principle tells us that this net upwards force is also equivalent to the weight of 

liquid which is displaced by the object. The force balance in the vertical direction is then given 

by Equation 1 below, where f, is the net force acting on the object, p is the density of the liquid 

in which the object is immersed, V is the volume of displaced liquid, m is the mass ofthe object, 

and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

Eq.l fz=pVg-mg 

In the case of a glider which wants to be able to ascend as well as descend, we need to be able 

to create both a positive net force and a negative net force. A glider accomplishes this by 

changing the volume of water that is displaced by the vehicle. If we say that a glider can change 

its volume by an amount "'V in the positive or negative direction, then in order to have the 

ability to create both a positive and negative net buoyancy force, at the unchanged volume V, 

the submarine must be neutrally buoyant. This means that there is no net force acting on the 

submarine, so it will neither ascend nor descend. This is shown in Equation 2 below. 

Eq.20=pVg-mg 

Then by changing the volume by "'V, the submarine can achieve a buoyant force as shown in 

Equation 3 below. 



Eq.3 B=p(V+LlV)g-mg 

Combini rog INith Equation 2, we get that the net buoyoot force, B, is given by Equation 4. 

Eq.4 B=pLlVg 

The force balooce diagram below shows all of the forcesacti rog on the submarine. 

Lift 

Drag~ 

B=pVg- mg 
VelocIty 

The force of drag, Fo, is coosed bya combination ofvi5Cous friction and form drag, and so itis 

proportional to the speed of the submarine, v, and the frontal area of the subm,.;ine, A. The 

drag equation is shown below. 

In this equation above, c;, is a dimensionless quantity called the coefficient of friction. In most 

cases, the force of drag for a ship or subm,.;ine is found experimentally in a tolNi rog took by 

dr "E'S in g it through the water at various speeds ood measuring the resistance force. 
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The lift force in the diagram above is caused by a pressure differential between the top and 

bottom of the hydrofoils attached to the submarine. Lift is always in the direction normal to 

the wing. Because of the angle, 8, at which the submarine ascends or descends, this lift force 

has both a vertical and horizontal component, allowing it to counteract and overcome the drag 

force and create horizontal motion. A commonly used equation for lift is shown below. 

1 Z 

E 6 FL=-zpveLA q. 

You will notice that this equation is very similar to the above equation for the Drag force. 

However, in this equation, the coefficient of lift, CL, is a dimensionless quantity that describes 

the airfoils shape and also the angle of attack, or the angle at which the fluid is approaching the 

foil. In most cases, the force of lift is very difficult to calculate analytically, and so the 

coefficient of lift, much like that of drag, is often found experimentally in a wind tunnel. 

Summing the forces acting on the submarine in the X and Z directions (horizontal and vertical 

respectively), we get the two force equations below. 

Eq. 7 Fx = FL sin e - FD cos e 

Eq.8 Fz = B - (FL cos e + FD sin e) 

My project was completed by using an Arduino microcontroller to control all the 

electrical systems on the glider. This included a pressure sensor used to sense depth, and a 

linear actuator used to move the pistons used for buoyancy control. The Arduino 

microcontroller can be programmed using the C coding language. Arduino's can take both 

analog and digital inputs as well as analog and digital outputs. Further, the Arduino can output 



pulse INidth modulation sig nals, or PWM, .....hich is useful as that is how t he linear actuator was 

controlled. The line,.; actuator ran offo f a 12 vol t power source, which mean t that I needed to 

connect a sep ,.;ate power source. The Arduino can only output up to 5 volts. To do this, I used 

an Arduino motor shield, .....hich allows for the control of up to 2 DCbrush motors, or 1 DC 

stepper motor. The linear Actuator was a OC brush mo t or. A 12 vol t power source was 

connected to the motor shield alo rog with th e positive ood negative lead INires of the motor. 

The motor could then be controlled throu gh theArduino. A sample piece of code is shown 

below, ood the entire code coo be found in the appendix. 

mt .. oto<Eack () ( 

di~i talll"i t . (4, HIGH ) ; II,H, .. oto< di«ction 

di~i talll"i t. (9, LOll ) ; Iitum, ott buk. 

onal o~"it. (3,255) ; II,.t, pow.< 

int .. oto<ronrud() 

di~i tal~"i u (4, LOll ) ; I/,.t, .. oto< di".ction 

di~italll"it. (9 , LOII ); lltum' oH b",l:. 

onalo~lI"it. (3,2 55 ) ; II,.t, pow." 

mt .. oto<Stop () 

diqitallldt. (9, HIGH ); 1 Itum, on bUk~ 

The t rree l lJ:l cti ons sffi wn in Fig ure 4 do what tr..ir names i CTl' ly. Tr.. rooto rFo rward() l lJ:l cti o n moves 

the mo t a r 10 rward at fL' I speed, whereas the mota rBack() lu nct i a n roo ves t he mota r backwards at full 

speed. The roo to rsto p() l lJ:l cti on simply turns on t he brake !:oJilt i et a the actuato r to sto p tr.. moto r. In 

t he code, you may notice t hat tr.. power sett ing iswhtten as going t o analog pin 3 wit h a value 01 155. 

This is a PWM 9gml, w-here the value 155 is the wi ct h 01 tr.. pLJ ses sent and istr.. maxi rru m possible. 

The linear actuato r that I used al9J has a !:oJ ilt in po t entio meter t o give disp acement leedback. This 



sensor is a varia tl e resistance device W'hich outp Lt s a volt age from 0 to 5 volts. This 9gml can be read 

by te., analog pins on te., Arduin o, allowing theArd Li m to know the Cln ent posit ion of the actuator. 

The Arduino co de fo r te., poteet io meter is shown below. 

tloat R.adPotll { 

tloat v; //initializ. tloat v 
v _ analo\jR.ad lpotPinl; / !«ad analo~ ,ill'lal 

v _ Iv - 3621*111.625/3051; Ilcalibut. t<o .. onalo~ to po,ition 

SeriAl. . p<int I "' \nPot R.adin q :"' 1 ; 

Serial . p<int lvl; 

<.tum v; //<.tum pMition in inch., 

In te., code above, te., analog value read from the sensor is COrIJerted to a position in inches. Thiswas 

do"", by taking data pOints at vari ous positions and curve fitting t he data. By applying this curve fit, the 

analog value is cOrlJerted to position in inches. A similar process had to be used to COrIJert the analog 

5ig nal read from the p;essure sensa r i eto a de ;Xh rea d ng in feet. Te., co de for t n s is shown below. 

tloat R.adD.pthll { 
tloat d; 

d _ onalo\jRoad lp<."Pinl; / /«ad analo~ ,ill'lal t,o .. ,.nM< 

SeriAl. . p<int ( "'\n"' l; 

Serial . pdnt ldl; 
d _ .0138007 4*d-2.58820446; //conv.<t to d.pth in t.ot 
SeriAl. . p"int I "'\ nD.pth : "' I ; 

SeriAl. . p<int ldl; 

".tum d; 

Fa r cal ibrating the potentia ""'ter, data poi nts were taken at different po sit io ns. Fo r cal ibrating the 

pres5lJe sensor, data po ints were t aken at varyi ng depths. Both calibratio n curves turned a Lt to be 

li"",ar. 
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Hull Description: 

My submarine is made from a schedule 40, 6 inch diameter PVC pipe, along with a 6 

inch PVC coupling and two PVC end caps. The submarine is 4 feet in length, and with the full 

ba lIast on board weighs approximately 66 pounds. The displaced volu me of the hull is a bout 1 

cubicfoot. The wings of the glider are made from plywood, and have a wing span of about 3 

feet from tip to tip. 

The interior of the su bmarine is ta ken up mostly by the linear actuator and the two 

water pistons, which together make up the buoyancy engine. The two pistons are mounted 

through the bow end capwith the ends of the pistons open to the environment, allowing water 

to move in and out of the pistons. The pistons are mounted evenly spaced through the center 

ofthe end cap. 

figure 7. Pistms Mounted through fI1d Cap 

The linear actuator is mounted tothe hull by two wooden mounts which I designed and built in 

the machine shop with a piece of2x4. One of the mounts attaches tothe linear actuator with a 
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small steel pin. The other mount is simply a support which the actuator rests upon. The linear 

actuator is shown below, along with an end view showing the actuator mounted in the glider. 

Figure 8. (Top) Linear Actuator (Bottom) Linear Actuator Mounted End View 

The next few images show how the actuator sits in the munts inside the glider, as well as 

individual images showing the details of the mounts. 

Figure 9. Linear Actuator in Mounts 
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Figure 10. Linear Actuator Mount (front view) 

The two piston rods are attached to the actuating portion of the linear actuator such that they 

can be moved through their full range. The rods are connected to the actuator by a small pin 

which was also made in the machine shop with the help of Grant Smith. Inside is also where 

the electronics which control the submarine are housed. The Arduino, along with the battery 

packs which serve as the power source, are mounted via Velcro just inside the stern end cap, 

allowing for easy access for recharging and programming. 

Figure 11. Batteries and Arduino Connected with Velcro 
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It also makes use of a pressure sensor, mounted through the bow end cap, to measure the 

depth of the submarine. To mount the pressure sensor, a hole was drilled and tapped through 

the bow end cap with a 1/8 NPT thread. This hole can be seen in left and right images in Figure 

8. 

For construction purposes, the PVC pipe was cut into two lengths and after mounting 

interior pieces was put back together using a PVC coupling. To make this connection, as well as 

the pistons and the bow end cap water tight, they were glued together using a marine adhesive 

sealant. The pressure sensor was made watertight by Teflon thread seal tape. The stern end 

cap necessarily was left removable so that the electronics inside could be programmed and the 

batteries charged. Because this end cap also needed to watertight, a flexible rubber end cap 

with built in O-rings and worm screw clamp were used. This end cap is shown below. 

Figure 12. Stern End Cap 



The linear actuator mounts were attached to the inside ofthe pipe by wood screws through 

clearance holes drilled in the PVC pipe. The wood screws and the holes they went through in 

the PVC were liberally coated in the marine adhesive sealant so that they would remain 

watertight. 
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The final element to the hull is the ballast. Due to the displaced volume of about 1 cubic 

foot, the submarine is required to weigh approximately 66 pounds. With the hull fully put 

together and all electrical and mechanical components attached, the vessel weighed 

approximately 22 pounds, leaving 44 pounds necessary to achieve neutral buoyancy. This 

additional weight was added in the form of steel rod stock which could be fit into the empty 

spaces inside the glider as well as being attached to the exterior of the glider via cable ties and 

worm clamps. This ballast serves multiple purposes in the functioning of the vessel. The ballast 

allows the submarine to be neutrally buoyant at its normal volume, which in turn allows for the 

submarine to achieve both positive and negative buoyancy. The ballast, attached at the bottom 

ofthe hull, also adds stability to the submarine. Any roll will autocorrect itself because of the 

low center of gravity cause by the ballast. Finally the ballast allows for some pitch control. At 

neutrally buoyant, the submarine needs to float parallel to the surface. By arranging the ballast 

correctly, this can be achieved. This will allow for the submarine to pitch downwards while 

descending and pitch upwards while ascending. After the ballast was attached, the first tests 

could be run to see ifthe glider could sink and then float back to the surface. After this, the 

wing was made from a sheet of plywood and some small wooden boards. Because of the 

weight ofthe glider as well as the size, I decided that the wing would be detachable to make 



transport easier. For testing, the""';ng was attached ""';th 2 bu ngee cords. The""';ng is shown 

below. 

F" "'" 13. Plj W>Od Wi", fa, G/idu 

Below isa picture of the completed hull""';th the ""';ngs attached, and below t hat is a schematic 

diagram of the submarine. 



Arduino and Batteries 

Linear Actuator Pistons 

lE: 
I '\ 
t 

V 4ft \ 
Actuator Mounts 

Connection between 
actuator and piston rods 

Figure 15. Glider Schematic Diagram 

Electrical Components 
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Pres sure Sensor 

All of the electrical components are run off of two 7.2 volt rechargeable battery packs 

connected in series with one another to create a max of 14.4 volts. These batteries power the 

Arduino Uno microcontrolier, the linear actuator, the pressure sensor, and the accelerometer. 

The linear actuator is a 12VDC single brush motor with a built in brake and 

potentiometer. A schematic drawing for this part can be found in the Appendix. Using an 

Arduino motor shield, this motor is easily controlled, allowing for easy control of the displaced 

volume of the submarine. The built in potentiometer runs off a SV input and outputs an analog 

signal to the Arduino. The potentiometer is a variable resistance device. The changing 

resistance changes the output voltage, which the Arduino reads as an analog signal. By 

choosing a few points and checking the potentiometer reading at those points, I was able to 

calibrate the signal to output the current position of the actuator. 



The pressure sensor is of the SSI Technologies Psl series INith a maximum pressure 

ratin g of 5 psi. The sensor operates over 12VDCand outputs a 4-20mAs ig nal. The Psl 

measures ga LOge pressure, the reference pressure being th e interior of the 5U bm ,.;ine in this 

case. To read the4-20mA s ig nal, we must transform it into a 1-5 volt signal which can be read 

as 00 anal og inpu t by the Arduino. In order to do this, we use the drruit as diagramed below. 

10K n 

p Analog Input 

+-=--
--:- 240 n 

...... --
The Arduino reads the voltage drop over the 240 0 resistor as an ooalog value, ass ig ni ng it a 

value be tween 0 ood 1023. The 10k 0 resistor serves to ensure that all of the current runs 

thro LOg h the 240 0 resistor and not into the Arduino. Because th e 4-20mA signailNill never be 

zero unless there is something \Mon g INith the sensor or the INirins, the analog value INiII never 

be zero, and in foct it INiII never be less t han about 117. If theArduino reads a value less than 

this, then it knows that something is broken, and thusit coo detect a malfunction. In order to 

make use of this sensor to find depth, the output needs to be calibrated to go from an analog 

value of 0 to 1023 to a depth. By findi ng the ooalog output value at various depths, I was able 

to cal ib rate th e 0 utp ut to give me th e depth at any p oint. I t is im po rtoo t to no te that INith a 
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maximum pressure of 5 psi, the submarine will only be able to go down to a maximum depth of 

11.53 feet. 

The final electrical component is an accelerometer. The accelerometer is the ADXL 362, 

made by Sparkfun. It operates through the SPI Digital interface which makes use ofthe Slave 

Select pins of the Arduino. Because the Arduino motor shield makes use of some of the same 

pins, it was necessary to change the pins on the Arduino by cutting the connections to them 

and reconnecting them to other pins. It turned out that I did not use the accelerometer, 

because the pitch was simply controlled by the movement of the pistons. 

Testing/Results: 

In the first test, the submarine was programmed to simply descend to a depth of 4 feet 

and then return to the surface. Upon entering the water, it was found that the submarine was 

too positively buoyant to sink, and more ballast would need to be added. Also, a few small 

leaks were detected and taken care of. After the first test, I decided to switch from the hard 

plastic end cap, which was difficult to seal, to a flexible rubber end cap, which has built in 0-

rings for sealing purposes. The total weight of the submarine during this first test was 65.2 

pounds. This is more than was estimated prior to this initial test likely due to the fact that the 

ballast was added to the exterior of the vessel, thus any ballast that is added increases the 

displaced volume of the vessel and increases that total amount of ballast necessary. To combat 

this problem, as much weight as possible will be added to the interior ofthe submarine. This is 

difficult due to the limited space to work with inside as well as the difficulty of getting anything 

past the actuator mounts; however it will be greatly beneficial to do so, as that will reduce the 
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amount of extra volume being added to the outside. Also considered was the feasibility of 

adding gravel or sand to the interior of the submarine, however sand would be quite messy and 

possibly ruin the linear actuator. The gravel would be much better than the sand, however the 

gravel would move around inside the vessel and shift the weight balance. A third idea for 

reducing the volume of the added ballast is to have long thin rods of steel inside the PVC, 

reducing the amount of ballast needed on the exterior. 

Though this initial test was a failure, there were some positive aspects to take away 

from the test. Though the submarine leaked, all leaks were small and quite fixable. Also, the 

linear actuator worked as designed, causing the submarine to sink slightly further into the 

water, however this was not enough to overcome its positive buoyancy. Because the change in 

volume of my submarine is so small, the weight of the submarine needs to be just right to 

enable positive and negative buoyancy. 

The second test ofthe glider took place in a small tank in the basement ofthe 

engineering department. Using the flexible end cap with the built in O-rings, and after fixing 

previously found leaks, the glider leaked much less than during the previous test. For this 

second test, many thin steel rods had been added to the interior of the glider in order to cut 

down on the additional volume added to the exterior of the glider. Also, the steel that was 

added to the outside was longer and thinner, allowing for a more dispersed weight, which 

made the balancing of the weight easier. For this test, the submarine was again programmed 

to simply descend to the bottom of the tank, about 1 foot, and come back to the surface. 

During the first test, the submarine sank, but failed to come back to the surface. The reason for 



this was that the pressure sensor did not submerge all the way to the bottom, as there were 

some ridges on the side that kept it off the bottom. After changing the depth threshold to 

return to the surface, the submarine was tested again. This time, the submarine both 

descended, and ascended. After the test was over, it was found that a small amount of water 

entered the submarine from an unknown location, however the amount of water was very 
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small and all electronics remained dry. After this successful test, wings were made for the final 

test, in the swimming pool. 

For the final test in the swimming pool, the wings were attached with bungee cords to 

allow the submarine to glide. The glider was programmed to descend to the bottom of the 

shallow end of the pool, about 4 feet, and return to the surface. The picture below was taken 

during the test, showing how the wings were attached with bungee cords. 

Figure 17. Final Test, Glider in Pool 
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The test began promising, as the submarine sank properly and glided forwards a significant 

amount. However, the glider did not return to the surface. For the next attempt, the battery 

packs were switched to a fully charged pack and the threshold for the submarine to reverse the 

direction ofthe pistons was changed to 1.5 feet instead of 4 feet. Again the glider sank as 

expected whilst gliding forwards, but again the glider did not return to the surface. After this 

test, it was found that the battery pack that had been in the glider was almost completely dead, 

even though it had been fully charged before the test. 

Discussion! Conclusion: 

Though the glider successfully descended and ascended whilst in the tank in the 

basement of the engineering department, it was not able to do so in the swimming pool. The 

major difference between these two scenarios is the depth the submarine sank to. In the tank 

in the basement, the total depth was about 1 foot, whereas in the pool the depth was about 4 

feet. This, coupled with the evidence ofthe completely drained battery packs has lead me to 

believe that the issue in the final test stemmed from a combination of batteries and depth. At 

the greater depth, the linear actuator would need to provide more force to push the pistons 

out. This increased force would mean a larger current draw from the batteries. It is my belief 

that the batteries I was using were simply not strong enough to generate the current necessary 

for the linear actuator to overcome the water pressure at the bottom of the pool. In the future, 

a more powerful battery should be used to see if this theory is true. 

Even though the glider did not manage to glide whilst both sinking and rising, it still 

demonstrated that it could both sink and rise in the tank in the engineering department. It also 



demonstrated its ability to glide at least in one direction. Because ofthis, I believe that the 

project was in general a success. Given more time, there are many issues that I would like to 

fix, the stronger batteries being just one. I would also like to find the small leak that was 

allowing water into the interior. The final thing that I would have liked to implement was a 

method of steering the glider, whether it be through the control of the yaw, pitch, and roll, or 

by simply adding a rudder. 
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Appendix A: Arduino Code 

Linear Actuator Code: 

int p otPin _ 2; 

1llt ~ _ l ; 

void 5et~ () 

Serial . b.~in ( 960 0) ; 

IIS.tup Chann.l J. 

pinllod. (4 , O\Jl"P\JI" ); IIInitiat~ ' lIato~ Chonn~i J. pm 

pinllod. (9 , O\Jl"P\JI" ); I/Initiat~' Buk. Chonnd J. pm 

pinllod. (p otPin, II/P\JI" ) ; 

tloat R.adPat() { 

tloat v; /Iinitializ. tloat v 

v _ ""ala~R.ad (patPin); I I«ad ""aio~ ,i'lllal 

v _ (v - 362)*( 11 .6251305 ); Ilcalibuu t<o. analo~ to po,ition 

Serial . p<int {"\nPat R.adin~:" ) ; 

Ser1al . p<int (v) ;1 
«tum v; II«tum po",Uon n mch., 

int . oto<Eack () { 

di~i Uilld t. (4 , HIGH ) ; Ilo.t, .oto< di«ction 

di~iUilI<it. ( 9 , LOII ); lltum' ott buk. 

onaloql/<i t. (3 ,25 5 ) ; 11,.t, po .... < 

int . otoaan<ud() { 

d1~1 Ullin t. (4 , LOll ) ; I/,.t, .oto< dH.ctian 

d1q1uillnt. (9 , LOII ); lltum, ott bul<. 

anaio~lI<i t. (3,2 55 ) ; I ;,.t, powo< 

int . oto<Stop () { 

diqi uilld t. (9 , HIGH ) ; litum, on b<ak. 

va1d 1""" () { 
it (~ __ i){ 

. ota<Eack (); 

tloat x • R.adPot(); 

vhil. (x >O . O){ 
x _ R.adPot (); 

.o to<S t op (); 
~ _ 0 ; 



Combined Linear Actuator: 

Uoat ~o to P o '{ tloat ~ o, ) { 

tloat x • R.adPot{); 

H {x >po, ){ 

.. o to <Eack {); 

whil. {x > po , ) { 

x ' R.adPot{); 

.. o to <Stop {); 

""tum 1; 

H {x <po, ){ 

.. otoaonud {) ; 

whil. {x < po , ) { 

x ' R.adPot{); 

.. o to <Stop {); 

<.tum 1; 

.1, • 
.. o t o<Stop {); 

<.tum 1 ; 

Pressure Sensor: 

tloat R.adD.pth{) { 

tloat d ; 

d • ana1o~R.ad { p <."Pin); ) /<.ad ana1o~ ,i""a1 t<o .. , .n,o< 

SerlAl . p<int {" \n" ) ; 

SerlAl . p<int {d ) ; 

d · . 01380074*d-2. 58320 446 ; //convHt to d.pth in toot 

SeriAl . p<int {"\nD.pth : " ) ; 

SeriAl . p<int {d) ; 

<.tum d ; 



Dive Cycle Code (set up): 

in t potPi n _ 2 ; 
int q_ l; 
inc P<'~~Pln • 5 ; 
v Oid ~et"ll () 

Sertal .beqln I9600 ) ; 
/ISetup Channel A 
pi nHod" 14 , OUTFUT ) ; //Inltlates nota < Channel A pIn 
pi nHodo (9 , OUTPUT ) ; Ilrnltlat.~ B<ak. Channel A pln 
p'nHodo (potP i n, IHPUT ) ; 
pUlllode (p .. "Pin, nlPlTJ'l ; 

Dive Cycle Code (loop): 

voi<' l oop I) 

n oat d; 
if lq __ l )1 

qotoPo'110.9); Ilinitiali.e at .. ax buoyancy 
d _ ReadDep thl); 

whil e Id < . 5 ) I 

d ReadDepthl); livait until the no," ha, been pu,hed down.5 teet beto"e "a"tinq 

q 0 ; 

if Iq 0)1 
qotoPo'IO); 
d _ ReadDep thl); 

whil e Id < 1. 5 ) I Ilkeep ,inkinq until <each., th""hold 
d _ ReadDepth l); 

qotoPo'110.9); 
q _ 2; 

I leo ... back up 
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Appendix B: Linear Actuator Schematic 
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